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Eastern forms strategies
to reverse student loss
BY RACHEL RODGERS | NEWS EDITOR

E

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILL.

‘Men in Black 3’
scores bucks, hearts
ENROLLMENT

ven with the unive r s i t y’s n e w e f forts to recruit
more students, total enrollment numbers might
not increase significantly for the next two years
because of the “delay effect,” the provost said.
Blair Lord, the provost
and vice president for academic affairs, defined
the “delay effect” as how
different class sizes affect
enrollment.
An increase in incoming freshmen would not
necessarily increase Eastern’s total enrollment after accounting for the
small size of the sophomore, junior and senior
classes.
“Enrollment is not
just who you admit, but
who you already have,”
he said. “It will probably take two years of big
jumps in new incoming
students before our total
enrollment starts back up
because of that delay ef-
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fect.”
Seniors made up the
largest class in Fall 2011
with 3,298 students. Juniors consisted of 2,431
students, and sophomores
made up the smallest
class of 1,814 students.
Freshmen consisted of
2,114 students.
Because the senior
class was the largest of
the four, senior graduation created a gap in enrollment.
“Total enrollment will
go down,” Lord said. “I
don’t know by how much.
It is hard to predict because it is still too early.”
Because of the 448-decrease in student enrollment in Fall 2011 from
11,630 to 11,178, Eastern signed into a one and
a half year contract with
the Noel-Levitz higher
education consulting firm
for $167,000.
The contract extends
to June 30, 2013.

ENROLLMENT, page 7

Employees to receive
ethics refresher course
By Joshua Bryant
Sports Editor

In the 21st century, compliance
touches all parts of human nature,
creating the need for ethics training in order to maintain the social
stability of Eastern and the surrounding community.
Michelle Molitor of Information Technology Services has created a new notification system to
insure that University employees get their ethics training done
quickly.
The new system prompts all
employees upon a PAWS or email
login to take care of business.
Molitor’s backup is University
Ethics Officer Sandra Bowman,
who takes charge in rallying Eastern employees to the task of completing and passing ethics training
each year.
“The training takes on average 20 to 40 minutes, and in this
age of ethical challenges, I will
say that it’s not too much time
to take once a year to refresh our
memory and to learn something
new about ethical behavior that
is expected of state employees,”
Bowman said.
Part-time employees get the
20 to 40 minute treatment, while
full-time employees face a more
robust course each year, she said.
To keep training fresh and tenured employees on their toes,
state universities submit suggestions based on employee feedback
to the University of Illinois, who
will then submit queries to a vendor and to the Office of the Executive Inspector General and the
Executive Ethics Commission,
who approves the training for use
the next year.
These offices then have the
power to drop discipline and fines

on non-complying employees.
Ignoring the new and constant
prompts could land employees at
the mercy of these officials.
Laura Lehnus, a senior exercise
science major, said she believes
the training is beneficial.
“The ethics training has given
me a different perspective on my
job,” said Lehnus, who interacts
with all parts of campus regularly
at the Panther Card office.
“Some of the topics covered I
would not even imagine actually happening,” Lehnus said. “The
ethics training should have an effect on employees, but most of
the training is common sense and
people already know what’s ethical and what’s not.”
Sean McElhenny, a senior communication studies major and
student building service worker, said interactive training with a
trial and error format comes into
play, with consequences for those
who do not get it right.
“You get two tries to pass. Then
you have to take a class,” McElhenny said. “It’s mostly about not
offending coworkers, and there
are multiple choices that can be
correct, but only one is the best.”
Despite launching an immediate PAWS prompt to all university employees on May 18 to complete the task, Bowman said she
gets 20 to 50 emails per day with
problems involving the completion of the training; but the battle goes on.
“I think as public servants we
need to make sure that we’re doing the best that we can for the
public good,” Bowman said.
Joshua Bryant can
be reached at 581-2812
or jpbryant@eiu.edu

CHARLESTON

Chamber of Commerce to host 37th Annual Golf Outing
John Downen
Opinions Editor

The Charleston Area Chamber
of Commerce has began taking reservations for its 37th Annual Golf
Outing
The outing, set for Friday, June
22 at the Charleston Countr y
Club, invites golfers to sign up for
a “fun-filled day of golf, networking, contests, prizes, food, drinks
and more.”
An all-inclusive fee of $100 for
the event includes 18 holes of golf,
a cart, a hot lunch, dinner in the
clubhouse and snacks and beverages throughout the day.
The outing is open to Chamber
members, non-members and their
guests.
Jill Age, the event’s coordinator,
said the outing usually has a lot of

Chamber members, although she
says that non-members often participate as well.
Tee time is at noon.
Foursomes will compete in a
scramble-play, and the winners will
be announced at the banquet later
in the day.
The outing also has a variety of
skill contests for participants, including two hole-in-one chances
and the “Beat the Mayor with the
Midas Touch” contest.
Age said for the contest, golfers
will drive against Mayor John Inyart. Those who out-drive the mayor will receive a prize at the banquet, usually a Chamber check for
$50.
However, Age said few people
have out driven the mayor.
“John is a very good golfer, and
usually only one or two people beat

him,” Age said.
Last year, only two people beat
Inyart.
At 10:30 a.m., participants will
also compete for a $5,000 cash
prize in this year’s Putt Contest.
Golfers can qualify for the contest by sinking 15-foot and 30-foot
putts.
Afterward, elimination rounds
will continue until one golfer remains. The final golfer will then
attempt a 50-foot putt for the
$5,000 prize.
Golfers will also be able to participate in the “Buy A Skirt” promotion on the course’s 11th hole.
Age said the promotion allows
golfers to buy a grass-skirt for $5
and then shoot from the women’s
tee box.
Participants can also win a vehicle and $3,000 at both of the

course’s hole-in-one opportunities.
At 5:30 p.m., following their
rounds, golfers will enjoy a buffetstyle dinner at the course’s clubhouse. Non-golfers and guests are
also welcome to attend the dinner
for $15.
According to Age, many people
only attend the banquet, including spouses of golfers and those
who could not make it to the actual outing.
Those looking to register should
visit the Chamber’s website at
charlestonchamber.com or fill out
forms available at 501 Jackson Ave.
by Friday, June 15.
John Downen can
be reached at 581-2812
or jrdownen@eiu.edu.

37th Annual Golf Outing
•When: Friday, June 22
•Where: Charleston County
Club
•Cost: $100

Event Times
10:30 a.m. -- Putt competition
•Noon -- Tee time
•1 p.m. -- Lunch
•5:30 p.m. -- Dinner
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COLLEGIUM MUSICUM CONSORT

EIU weather Ensemble to raise funds for Soup Stop
TODAY

Rain
High: 71°
Low: 52°

FRIDAY

Partly Cloudy
High: 72°
Low: 48°

Performance
will feature
Middle Age,
Renaissance
instruments

For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
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BINGO
@ The MOOSE
Family Fraternity

615 7th Street
Non-members can play

TONIGHT
7 pm
217-345-2012

* MUST BE 21 *

By Marcus Smith
Online Editor

Eastern’s Collegium Musicum Consort will be having a
concert Sunday, playing English
and German instrumental music ranging from the 15th to the
17th century.
The concert begins at 2:30
p.m. in the sanctuary of the First
Presbyterian Church at 311 Seventh St. and is aimed at raising
donations for Soup Stop.
T h e C o l l e g i u m Mu s i c u m
Consort is an ensemble group
that plays music from the Middle Age and Renaissance eras,
playing on re-creations of instruments that were played during
those periods.
Elaine Fine, a group member
of the ensemble, said they started
playing together when Booth Library had a Queen Elizabeth festival, and they decided to continue playing together afterward.
Fine said one of the instruments she plays is the viola
d'amore, a member of the viol
family. Viols are string instruments that have flat backs.
The group rehearses at 3 p.m.
every Friday in the Edgar Room
of Booth Library. Fine said anyone can come listen, and that the
group is open to new members.
“The dean of the library is a
musician, so he is particularly sensitive and supportive,” she
said.
The concert is free, and donations to Soup Stop will be accepted at the door.
Soup Stop serves hot lunch
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

FILE PHOTO |THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Charleston resident Dave Butcher eats lunch at the Soup Stop at The First Presbyterian Church located on
Seventh Street on March 22, 2009.

Monday through Friday and is
located in the basement at the
First Presbyterian Church.
Mar y Nance Miller, chairwoman of Soup Stop, said they
do not have an approved kitchen,
and they buy the hot food they
serve from What's Cookin'.
“They prepare extra of whatever their special is of the day and
bring it across the street to us,”
Miller said.
She said other items that they
serve are bought locally.
“ We s h o p a t S a v e - A - L o t ,
Walmart and County Market for
our paper products and things
that are not par t of the hot

foods,” Miller said.
Miller said some of those other food items are puddings, fruit
cups, microwavable meals, peanut butter and bread.
Soup Stop usually serves between 15 to 20 people, but in
the last two weeks that number
has gone up to between 25 to 30
people.
“For the last couple of weeks
we have seen a big increase,”
Miller said. “I don't know if
more people are hearing about
us; I don't know that the economy is any worse this week than it
was last week.”
She said they provide a crucial

service to those in need.
“ We t h i n k i t ' s a w o n d e r ful service to offer to the community because there are obviously people that are hungry in
Charleston, and this is the place
where they can come and not be
judged,” Miller said.
Food and paper donations for
Soup Stop can be dropped off at
311 Seventh St., and money donations can be mailed to PO Box
722 Charleston, 61920.
Marcus Smith can
be reached at 581-2812
or masmith6@live.com.

CIT Y

Farmer of the Year nominations being sought
Tim Deters
Managing Editor

The Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce is currently accepting nominations for
the 20th Annual Coles County
Farmer of the Year award.
The award is meant to recognize a Coles County resident and farmer whose efforts
and achievements in agriculture
have benefited the community.
Any past or present commodity
farming contribution qualifies a
farmer to be nominated.
Anyone can nominate a local
farmer, said Cindy White, executive director of the Charleston
Area Chamber of Commerce.
Nominees will be judged on
their overall agricultural contributions to the community,
use of innovative farming techniques, willingness to help other
farmers and participation in local activities and organizations.

Members of the Coles County Farm Bureau Board of Directors will analyze the nominees'
efforts and achievements and determine the winner.
The name of the winner is
kept secret until it is announced
during the Red, White and Blue
Days celebration on July 3 at
Morton Park in Charleston.
White said the only personoutside of the farm bureau and
chamber of commerce who
knows the winner’s name is a
family member or friend of the
winner she calls before the event.
It is that person’s duty to make
sure the winner is present when
he or she is named.
“It’s always a surprise for (the
winner),” White said.
White said the event is always
fun, but that it also serves to recognize the farmers who contribute so much to the community.
“They are kind of silent individuals, but they are such an in-

tegral part of the community,”
she said.
W h i t e’s f a t h e r a n d b ro t h er both farm, and she said she
understands the hard work and
dedication it takes to be dedicated to agriculture.
Last year’s winner, Monty
Checkley, 73, of Ashmore, began farming while he was still
in grade school and retired from
agriculture in 2004.
Checkley was nominated by
his two daughters, and he said
he was very surprised to have
won.
“I thought I was going to (the
event) to see someone else get
nominated,” he said.
Checkley said he was honored to win the award and that
he hopes people understand the
importance of agriculture.
“Agriculture is what keeps
this part of the country going,”
he said. “Without it, Charleston
would dry up and blow away.”

“Without
(agriculture),
Charleston
would dry
up and blow
away.”
Monty Checkley,
2011 Coles County
Farmer of the Year

Nominations must be submitted by 4 p.m. on June 8. For applications or more information, call
the Chamber at 345-7041 or go to
www.charlestonchamber.com.
Tim Deters can
be reached at 581-2812
or tadeters@eiu.edu.

Have any interesting news tips?
Please let our reporters know...
Call: 581-7942

C AMPUS

News Editor
Rachel Rodgers
217 • 581 • 2812
DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
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COMPETITION

Professor honored for his photography
By Seth Schroeder
Photo Editor

SUBMIT TED PHOTO

Library Services Professor Robert Wiseman's print of a heron catching a fish received an honor from the Central
Illinois Camera Clubs Association. Wiseman is planning on running a digital photography workshop on June 22 at
Douglas Hart Nature Center.

Robert Wiseman, professor of library services, has been working with
photography since he was in sixth
grade.
“I had an uncle who taught me how
to develop film, and that was that,”
Wiseman said. “I've been messing with
photography most of my life.”
Recently at the Central Illinois
Camera Clubs Association, Wiseman
entered three prints in the large print
category. One print of a heron catching a fish received an honor and the
other two were accepted.
Only 30 percent of the total entries
were awarded acceptances. The print
of the heron was one of eight to receive
honors.
“I'm interested in competitive photography and competing with other
people,” Wiseman said.
Wiseman also teaches photography
through industrial technology.
He said this is not the first time his
work has been given awards and that
his photos have been featured in art
shows and museums. He said entering
digital photography in shows can be a
challenge.
“In the shows, if you get judges who don't like Photoshop, you get
bombed,” Wiseman said.
When digital photography first
came out in the late ’80s and ’90s,
Wiseman said he enjoyed the challenge
of learning something new.
He said even though digital photography is an expensive hobby it is
actually cheaper than film photography, which required purchasing liquid
chemicals that often went to waste after they were mixed.
“When digital came out, there was
nothing else like it,” Wiseman said.
“I never want to get my hands wet
again.”
Wiseman said the chemicals they
used to use were powerful and likely
difficult to find today.
“If I went in and asked for them
today, they'd probably have the local
sheriff after me,” Wiseman said.
Wiseman said to learn digital photography he originally planned to take
a sabbatical from teaching for a semes-

“In the
(photography)
shows, if you
get judges
who don’t like
Photoshop, you
get bombed.”
Robert Wiseman, professor
of library services

ter. However, before he could, he was
invited to be a visiting professor in
China, so instead he spent that time
overseas.
He taught computers and English
in Xien, the ancient capital of China.
Wiseman said he did not get to take
as many photos in China as he would
have liked, but he still enjoyed his time
there and got to see the terracotta army
of Qin Shi Huang.
Wiseman said he is not very interested in taking photos of people, but
instead focuses on events and scenes
from nature.
He said he is planning on running a
workshop June 22 at the Douglas Hart
Nature Center where anyone interested can come and learn about photography. While the center may charge
for admittance, he said he is not going
to charge anyone for the actual workshop.
Wiseman said he is trying to get a
photography club started on campus
but so far has only had six to seven
people interested.
He also said he has the makings of
a simple book on photography that
would focus on the basics of digital for
beginning photographers, though he is
unsure if he will seek publication.
“If I do, I do; if I don't, I don't; but
I should,” Wiseman said. “I enjoy photography. I enjoy competing with others and making pictures that people
enjoy looking at.”
Seth Schroeder can
be reached at 581-2812
or scschroeder2@eiu.edu.

EMPLOYMENT

Students provide care for local children
By Seth Schroeder
Photo Editor

With jobs hard to come by, more
students have been providing child
care through a program in the department of family and consumer
sciences.
The Child Care Resource and Referral program helps students find
work with local families.
Tami Duzan, an administrative
assistant with the program, said she
has seen more student interested in
the program recently because it has
been tough for them to find other
work.
“Usually they're just thankful to
get the job,” Duzan said. “It's what a
lot of people refer to as baby-sitting.
We don't use that terminology.”
She said the program has a posting with student employment, and
students can also pick up an application and turn it into the program's
offices on the first floor of Klehm
Hall.
Duzan said while a lot of fami-

lies ask for full-time child care, most
Eastern students end up watching a
family's children for a few hours or
giving them rides while the parents
are busy.
She said the program has been
seeing around 60 students in recent
semesters and helps provide care to
450 to 550 families in a fiscal year.
The families are all from Clark,
Coles, Cumberland, Edgar, Moultrie and Shelby counties.
Tina Mei, a senior elementary education major, said she got involved
with the program when one of her
friends in the program graduated.
She said the family her friend had
been working for still needed a baby
sitter, so Mei took over.
Mei said she watches two children, ages 2 and 5, twice a week
while their mom is at work. She said
she plays with them and makes them
a snack.
“It's been really good and really
fun,” Mei said. “As an education major, it's good to see different things.
You never know what will be in your

classroom.”
She said the job has taught her to
be more patient with children, and
just seeing different types of kids has
helped her with her future career.
Mei said in her teaching practicum the students are already wellbehaved, but the job has helped her
see how children act at home. The
different environment has helped
her to understand why the kids are
the way they are, she said.
Mei said she often receives calls
from other families offering her a
child care job. More recently, she
said she has been driving a 16-yearold girl to dance practices, but the
type of work depends on the family.
Duzan said the program provides
various other services throughout
the community, including training
and workshops for child care providers, a literacy program and financial
assistance to families that qualify.
Seth Schroeder can
be reached at 581-2812
or scschroeder2@eiu.edu.
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Eastern alumni
work together
for Andrea’s Law

Eastern students should be proud.
A recent bill, named “Andrea’s Law,” officially took effect on January 1 of this year.
The bill, which passed in a 97 to 1 vote in
the Illinois General Assembly, created a registry for convicted murderers, much like
those existing for sex offenders and arsonists.
To those unaware of the background of
Andrea’s Law, it was prompted by the release
of Justin Boulay, a former Eastern student
who murdered his ex-girlfriend, Andrew
Will, in 1998. In a highly publicized and
controversial event, Boulay was released
from prison in 2010.
As a community, Eastern watched as Boulay was freed after serving only half of his
24-year sentence. Eastern students flocked to
the Sigma Kappa chapter house for a candlelight vigil meant to support Will, who was
a member of the sorority during her time at
Eastern.
While the passing of Andrea’s Law does
little to relieve the pain caused by Will’s
murder or to subdue anger at Boulay’s premature release, it does signify a small bit of
justice not only for Will, but for the families
of all murder victims.
The bill was first proposed on the house
floor by Eastern alum and member of Sigma
Kappa Johnna Kelly. Moved by Kelly’s conviction for the bill, Rep. Dennis Reboletti,
another Eastern alumni, immediately wrote
and filed the bill.
Andrea’s Law symbolizes a triumph for
the Eastern community. It was proposed by
Eastern alumni, written and filed by Eastern
alumni, all seeking justice for the death of
another Eastern student.
Andrea’s Law stands as a permanent and
effective testament to Will’s life, and it
would not have been possible without the
fortitude and passion of other Eastern alumni. Our community should be immensely
proud of that fact.
However, the real tribute to Will does not
come with the bill’s name, nor does it come
through candlelight vigils and ceremonies.
Instead, the Eastern community should
pay respect to Will by taking advantage of
the accomplishments of Andrea’s Law.
New technology has made identifying
convicted sex offenders and arsonists an
incredibly simple task. A variety of free websites and applications exist solely to provide
this information.
Because the registry mandated by Andrea’s
Law will be implemented with existing sex
offender and arsonist databases, students
should be increasingly vigilant of their surroundings.
In all of life’s ventures, awareness is the
first step in prevention, and Eastern students
should be active in educating themselves
about those living around them.
Both at home and on campus, the advantages of Andrea’ Law make personal safety much easier. Although the bill’s passing
does not bring Will back, if it can save even
just one life, than Will’s legacy gains purpose, and Eastern students should be proud
of that.
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COLUMN

Is your grandma a socialist?

Every day, socialists are infiltrating American culture.
They’re often hard to spot. Heavily masked,
draped in uniforms, they proudly voice their allegiances.
They are ruining the sanctity of the Sabbath. Since
the 1950s, we’ve watched them demean the morality
of this great country every Sunday.
In the 1970s, the great evils of Socialism took our
Mondays too.
Every week, different factions of Socialism engage
in hand-to-hand combat on a national stage, fighting, sometimes killing for their cause, and proud
Americans can only watch helplessly.
Today’s socialist is cunning.
Today’s socialist does not parade for Marxism.
They are not adamant Leninists, nor do they swear
allegiance to the Bolshevik’s.
Today’s socialist goes by the name of Brady; of
Goodell, Favre, Manning and even Tebow.
The NFL has, for a long time, engaged in practices of Socialism as a way of revenue-sharing for smaller-market teams- ideals that, according to today’s perception of Marxism, classify the league as a socialist
faction.
Yet there is no scrutiny of the league for such practices. The reason being that socialism is not the great
evil that today’s politician has vilified it as.
Every day, Americans embrace Socialism. If you
drove on a highway today, you are supporting Socialism. If you took advantage of a Pell grant to stay en-

John Downen
rolled in classes this summer, you are supporting Socialism. If you helped your grandma file for Medicaid, you are supporting the Socialism.
My point is that this country has always engaged
in socialist thought. To some, that rhetoric seems anti-American, anti-democracy, anti-religion.
However, the fact still remains that socialism is not
the great evil that this country has long viewed it as.
Many of the great programs and initiatives adopted
by America have Socialist overtones, including food
stamps, Social Security and Medicaid.
With that in mind, we need to reeducate ourselves
on what Socialism truly is: a relatively decent, albeit idealistic, approach to fair and stable government.
Now, before you storm off to write an angry letter
to me, let me say that I am not supporting an overall
switch to Socialism. Instead, I’m simply stating that,
before you write off new policies as Socialist, try to
understand that this country is better off with a little bit of variety.
Take for example Social Security. In 2004, George

W. Bush tried to pass legislation that would privatize the program by giving it to Wall Street for profit.
Now let’s think about the consequences of that
idea; following the economic collapse just a few years
later, Social Security would have become a defunct
program. Millions of senior citizens would have been
left with nothing to live on. Luckily, the government
chose to operate Social Security with some aspects
of Socialism, with every American paying a share of
their earnings.
What I’m trying to say is that disregarding an idea
for its ties to a controversial idea is ineffective. Rarely can a person’s political views be summarized under one ideal.
Despite the partisanship that dominates today’s
political arena, it IS possible to have varying personal
opinions. In this election year, that idea is immensely important.
So when you hear the media calling Barack
Obama a “socialist” or “communist,” understand
that Obama’s policies are nothing new. Reagan,
Roosevelt, and both Bushes have at one point endorsed certain aspects of Socialism, and for good reason.
Government is a multi-faceted function, and as a
country, we’d be wise to compromise on our ideals
from time to time.
John Downen is a junior journalism major.
He can be reached at 581-7942
or DENopinions@gmail.com
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Keep your smartphone, my brick binds me

Battered by about five and a half years of
clumsiness, each scar and scrape on my brick
carries a living memory.
My brick has danced upon concrete, hardwood and tile on more occasions than I can
recall because of my constant affliction commonly known as “the butterfingers,” but it has
always stood strong against my abuse.
My brick has traveled from the sands of
Key West, Fla., to the gravel of Lake Havasou,
Ariz., and back again to the familiar floors of
Illinois.
Its vibrant orange sheen has become more
burnt over the years, but it still effectively
catches my eye when I dig through my jumbled mess of a purse.
For those who have not guessed, the brick
that I refer to is not one that provides foundation for buildings but is formally known as
the LG enV by Verizon Wireless.
I know what you are thinking. “The horror,
the horror! Poor thing, this girl does not even
have a smart phone.”
Well, ignoring the fact that you are insulting the intelligence of my sturdy cellular device, my phone grants me more satisfaction

Rachel Rodgers
than an iPhone or Droid ever could.
For one, I do not have to worry about being
bogged down with data-plan expenses. Yes, I
can see that it would be handy to have the internet at one’s fingertips at all times, but computers serve that purpose just fine.
Also, my brick has become unique in a conforming world piled with people glued to
their smart phones.
My brick also has personality. Those I am
constantly in contact with can identify it from
all others.
For years, I have kept my phone on the vibrate setting because it will get my attention
more effectively than any of my ring tones.
My colleagues still jump at the obnoxious

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time on any topic to the Opinions
Editor to be published in The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN’s policy is to run all letters that are not libelous or potentially harmful.
They must be less than 250 words.

eruption of its vibrate as if it were angrily
shouting at them.
However, I cannot say much in the defense
of my brick’s camera considering cellular manufacturers have greatly surpassed my once impressive 2.0 mega-pixel capability.
The buttons in the interior keyboard often
create bursts of multiple letters such as three
r’s shooting into the message when I was only
looking for one, but it does not pain me to
have to use the backspace button.
After about five and a half years, my brick’s
battery life is surprisingly satisfying, as it can
live on for a few days before shutting its eyes
for sleep.
I have often heard others mention how
people these days are inseparable from their
phones, and I pride myself in sustaining a
long-term committed relationship with my
brick whereas others trade in for a younger,
shinier model whenever they get the chance.
Rachel Rodgers is a journalism major.
She can be reached at 581-7942
or at DENopinions@gmail.com

Letters to the editor can be brought in with identification to The DEN at 1811
Buzzard Hall.
Letters may also be submitted electronically from the author’s EIU e-mail address
to DENopinions@gmail.com.
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Webcomic Review

5

Movie Review

Seth Schroeder

Brandon
Generator
asks for
your help
Caught somewhere between a graphic novel, animated short and a choose-your-own-adventure novel, “The
Random Adventures of Brandon Generator” offers it’s
audience something they probably haven’t seen before.
The genre-bending tale by Edgar Wright and Tommy Lee Edwards follows Brandon, a writer whose creative block has forced him into a hermit-like lifestyle.
Thankfully for Brandon, there’s a nearly endless supply of ideas available for him to incorporate into his stories. That’s where you come in.
Audience members are encouraged to submit their
own writings, drawings and audio recordings to the
website brandongenerator.com where select works will
be incorporated into future episodes of Brandon’s story.
Admittedly, I was afraid a crowd-sourced story would
be too gimmicky to be enjoyable, but it ends up being a
clever, if random, conglomerate.
Brandon receives the contributions after passing out
from an extreme caffeine crash. The coffee addict awakens to find his computer filled with prose, a doodle-covered legal pad and mysterious voices floating out of his
voice recorder and answering machine.
He doesn’t know where any of it came from and in
his quest to figure things out the rest of his world unravels into a surreal mess.
The works given to Brandon are littered throughout
the second episode. They help shape the story’s setting
and give things a distinct atmosphere though they don’t
seem to drive the plot in any major way.
This is both a blessing and curse for ‘Generator’. It
saves the writers from watching their story collapse in
on itself from the weight of numerous user-generated
submissions. But railroading the storyline keeps the audience from having any real impact on things. It’s not
necessarily a bad thing, but it would be interesting to
see what kind of awesomeness might come of having
all of this creativity collide with each other in full force.
It’s an experiment. It may not be as experimental or
risky as it could have been, but it’s still a step in a new
direction. ‘Generator’ shows that we are far from done
creating new ways to tell digital stories and it makes me
really excited to see what comes next.
Not only is it ambitious but it’s also kind of noble,
and it doesn’t even need to be. While the addition of audience submissions add an extra level to the presentation, there’s a lot of other content here to enjoy.
Brandon’s is a strange tale filled with haunting music
and energetic art. Narration by Julian Barratt from “The
Mighty Boosh” helps tie the whole package together.
It’s a compelling story about a man struggling with
creativity, a theme that most of the contributors can
probably relate to.
The digital tale already has two of four monthly episodes posted and access to them is completely free.
There aren’t even really commercials. The entire production seems sponsored by Internet Explorer and
some features on the site are only available through that
browser.
This is an interesting way for Explorer to get its name
out there (God knows they probably need it). I don’t
even have an Internet Explorer shortcut on my desktop,
but I found myself opening it so I didn’t miss anything
‘Generator’ had to offer. Not surprisingly, Explorer
crashed often and refused to load the site. I chuckled a
little, but then disappointedly switched over to Firefox.
I may not be able to get every feature that ‘Generator’ is offering. But what I’m getting is excellent. Watching Brandon’s struggle has actually helped me handle
my own creative blocks.
I find myself encouraging my fellow artists and writers to get to the site, watch the episodes and contribute
something. It’s a lot of fun and you’d be surprised how
well it can help to get the creative juices flowing.

BACK IN BLACK
MIB 3 scores bucks, hearts
Reviewed by Nike Ogunbodede

W

ill Smith. Josh Brolin. Aliens.
All in one stupendous movie called, Men in
Black III. Stop me before I swoon.
I am usually weary of sequels and am even
more scared of triquels, but the third MIB gave of itself what so
many sequels don’t: a fresh start.
Men in Black III is a whole new story and didn’t harp about
things that happened in the past two movies. And if you, like
so many helpless people, went and saw Hangover : Part 2, then
you know what I am talking about.
There was no mention of Orion’s Belt or the Kylothians
(look away while I geek out), which also means that anyone
can watch the film. You didn’t need to see the previous movie
or even the first one. For you people with OCD—everything
was in its proper place. Agent J (played by Will Smith) was hilariously as usual, and by the end of the movie you know more
about J and how he and K were always connected. (JK? Get it)
And they did it going back in time—to a more simple (?)
time—the ’60s.
Twenty-nine year old Agent K was played to perfection by
Brolin, who pulled out everything from the southern twang to
a few “only K would say” catch phrase moments.
But don’t count out Tommy Lee Jones just because he is
only in the first 30 to 40 minutes in the film, because when he
speaks, it matters.
And it’s funny.
His Mr. Feeny-like attitude is something I have come to
love. When Jones wasn’t on the screen, Brolin did his best to
portray the veteran actor. The scrunched up browline and the
squinty eyes were just right.
The other great thing about this installment was the fact
that it focuses on the relationships—both past and present—
that form within the Men in Black organization. You also get
to see a lighter, more romantic side of Young K that Jones
doesn’t usually get to play when Young Agent O (played by Alice Eve from She’s Out of My League) is shown to be a former
love interest.

... the third MIB gave of itself
what so many sequels don’t:
a fresh start.
The only thing that was severely lack was the explanation
of what happened between O and K to make them not…OK.
The viewer could be left feeling a lack of closure.
But other than that, it was better than I thought it would
be.
You’d never know, but behind the shades and perfectly
pressed black suits beat the hearts—or alien organs—of “people.” While in the thick of action, expect a guest appearance
from Bill Hader as Andy Warhol and expect to love it.
Everything about this movie could have been a bust, but
they called in the big guns and rose to the occasion.
Just sit back and relax and be prepared to laugh, smile and
cry at some points. Joe Schmo?
Come on in and take a seat, because “Broith” is about to
blow your mind out of this galaxy.
I give it 3 out of 4 stars.

Report Card
Acting----------------B+
Chemistry------------A
Script-----------------BMoney made: $54.6 million
Opened at: No. 1

In theaters this week ...

Snow White & the Huntsman
Director: Rupert Sanders
Writers: Evan Daugherty (screenplay), John Lee Hancock (screenplay)
Stars: Kristen Stewart, Chris Hemsworth and Charlize Theron
In a twist to the fairy tale, the Huntsman ordered to take
Snow White into the woods to be killed winds up
becoming her protector and mentor in a quest
to vanquish the Evil Queen.

C LASSIFIEDS
Announcements
Chess & Go Club game night Friday
6-9pm. Charleston County Market
mezzanine. E-mail jjh_1967@yahoo.
com
__________________________5/31

$$

For sale

Cheaper than Rent AND walk to campus! You will LOVE the updates & the
character of this home. $74,900. Century 21 Hutton-Matheny Realty.
1600 Broadway Ave., Mattoon.
(217) 258-6621
__________________________6/12

Help wanted
Night help needed immediately at The
Daily Eastern News. Apply at 1802
Buzzard Hall. Hours vary between
10:00 pm and 2:00 am.
__________________________6/28
Bartending! $250/day potential. No experience necessary. Training available.
800-965-6520 ext 239
__________________________6/28

For rent
5 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM HOUSE ON
12TH CLOSE TO CAMPUS, A/C, WASHER/DRYER, DISHWASHER. $350/PERSON. (217) 276-8191.
PILOT410@HOTMAIL.COM
__________________________5/31
Now leasing 3-4 bedroom townhouse
close to campus and the bookstore.
Trash included. Call 217-276-6518
__________________________5/31
1515 11th 3 bedroom for 3 $250 each.
Call 549-7031
__________________________5/31
FALL 2012-VERY NICE 4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSE ON 12TH STREET CAMPUS
SIDE. AWESOME LOCATION. LARGER
BEDROOMS, A/C, WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASHER, LAWN SERVICE INCLUDED. (217) 549-9348.
__________________________5/31
NICE 2 BR APTS 2001 S. 12th ST & 1305
18th ST. Stove, frig, microwave, Trash
pd. 217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________5/31
2BR APTS, 955 4th ST. Stove, frig, microwave, dishwasher. Garage. Water &
Trash pd. 217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________5/31
DELUXE 1 BR APTS. 117 W. Polk, 1306
Arthur Ave. Stove, frig, microwave,
Dishwasher, washer/dryer. Trash pd.
217-348-7746 www.CharlestonILApts.
com
__________________________5/31
STORAGE UNITS - 4x12 and up. Renting now for summer. 217-348-7746
__________________________5/31
1 bedroom apartment East of campus.
217-345-5832, rcrrentals.com
__________________________5/31
3 bedroom 2 bath, NEW with W/D,
dishwasher, very close, must see
217-345-9595 EIUStudentRentals.com
___________________________6/5
INEXPENSIVE $285/MO /person! ALL
LARGE RMS: 5 BDRMS, KIT, LR. NEW
CARPET, 1 BLOCK FRM CAMPUS, YARD,
OFF-ST. PKG. 549-2528.
___________________________6/7
ONLY $285/MO /person-NEW CARPET,
GREAT LOCATION NEAR LANTZ,
GRASSY YARD, OFF-ST. PARK. 3
BDRMS., KIT., LR. 549-2528.
___________________________6/7
House for rent. 4th & Taylor. 4-5 bedroom, 2 full bath, 2 half baths, W/D, refrigerator. Stove included. Rent will
discuss. 618-670-4442
___________________________6/7

For rent
Now Renting for Fall 2012 4 bedroom.
Rent now and get 1 month free.
Call 345-2467.
__________________________6/14
Fall 2012 Nice 3 bedroom house on 9th
just 3 blocks from campus. Large back
yard, W/D, dishwasher, lawncare provided. 217-690-4976.
__________________________6/14
AVAILABLE FOR 8/2012. 2 & 3 bdr.
townhouses. 2 1/2 baths, w/d, dishwasher, Call 217-345-3754
__________________________6/21
Fall 2012- Affordable- Large, Beautiful,
and Spacious 2 BR Unfurnished Apt. on
the Square over Z's Music. Trash and
Water Incl. - Low Utilities- All New Appliances and Flooring- Laundry OnSite- No pets- Apply 345-2616
__________________________6/28
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. Over
20 years experience. 345-4489.
www.woodrentals.com
__________________________6/28
2BR apt 1/2 block to Lantz includes cable, internet @ $325/person.
www.woodrentals.com, 345-4489,
Jim Wood, Realtor
__________________________6/28
3BR split-level for 3@$330 plus utilities.
Lots of room, 2 car garage, w/d, dishwasher, a/c. www.woodrentals.com.
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor,
345-4489.
__________________________6/28
1 person apt. includes cable, internet,
water, trash @$440/month.
www.woodrentals.com, 345-4489,
Jim Wood, Realtor
__________________________6/28
4-6 bedroom 2 bath house, 1521 S.
2nd, w/d, a/c, $300 each 549-3273
__________________________7/19
Renting NOW! 1,2,&3 bedrooms, Park
Place, Royal Heights. Close to campus!
www.tricountymg.com. 348-1479
__________________________7/19
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. NICE! GREAT LOCATION.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. REASONABLE INCLUDES WATER, TRASH. 217-549-5624
__________________________7/19
ECONOMICAL! One bdrm loft apt. Furnished. $385/month. 1508 1/2 First St.
School year 2012-13.
Call Jan 345-8350.
__________________________7/19
FALL '12-'13: 1,2, & 3 BR APTS. BUCHANAN STREET APTS. CHECK US OUT
AT BUCHANANST.COM OR CALL
345-1266.
__________________________7/19
NOW AVAILABLE! 1 BR APTS 3 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS BUCHANAN STREET
APTS 345-1266
__________________________7/19
House for rent. 4 bedroom, 2 bath.
345-1266
__________________________7/19
1 Bedroom Apartments. North of stadium. Spacious. $410. 345-1266
__________________________7/19
ATTENTION GRAD & SERIOUS STUDENTS NEW STUDIO & NEW 1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS!! Available August 2012. 3 blocks from campus on
Garfield Avenue. 217-348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
__________________________7/19
WWW.PPWRENTALS.COM OR
217-348-8249
__________________________7/19
Call today for specials!! Renting 3 & 4
(available now). 1812 9th; 1205 Grant 3
BR apartment. 348-0673/ 549-4011.
www.sammyrentals.com
__________________________7/19
On campus. 2 bath house for rent for
2-4 students at 1526 3rd St. C/A, W/D.
Large private backyard. Trash included. 549-5402
__________________________7/19
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For rent
THREE/TWO BEDROOM HOUSES, 1210
3RD TWO BEDROOM TWO BATH
APARTMENTS 1026 EDGAR
$250/MONTH 549-4074 345-3754
__________________________7/19
Fall 2012. Very nice 2 and 3 bedroom, 2
bath apartments located right behind
McHughes. $275-$350/person.
myeiuhome.com, 217-493-7559
__________________________7/19
Fall 2012. Very nice 1,2,3,4,5,6 bedroom houses, townhouses, and apartments. All excellent locations. Some
pet friendly. $275-$350/person.
217-493-7559, www.myeiuhome.com
__________________________7/19
Apartments for fall. 1,2 & 3 Bedroom.
Closet to EIU. Furnished & Unfurnished. Locally owned and managed.
No Pets! Call 217-345-7286
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________7/19
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2012. GREAT LOCATIONS, REASONABLE RATES, AWESOME AMENITIES.
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR APARTMENT
SHOWING 345-5022.
WWW.UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET
__________________________7/19
3 Bedroom house, 1705 11th, Furnished, 217-235-0405 or 273-2048, Garage, washer, dryer, dishwasher, clean
__________________________7/19

Place an ad with the DEN
217-581-2816

No. 0426

Edited by Will Shortz
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With 40-Across, a chorus line
… or a hint to this puzzle’s
theme
Astronomer’s accessory
Where dolphins perform
tricks

14

A fresh start?

15

Painter of many nudes

16

Kind of
sandwich

17

Snack on a stick

19

Capital city on the Daugava
River

20

___ de Margarita

57

Just

58

Lo ___

59

Oscar-winning song from
“Aladdin”

1

64

It might come off the shelf

65

Customize for

66

“Has Anybody Seen My ___?”
(1920s song)

67

Europe, Asia and Africa

68

First in an order

69

___ 10
(acne-fighting medicine)
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4
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Part of many a firm’s name
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46
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Imports, as elevator music

1

The Treaty of Versailles
ended it

2

___ Party

55

56

23

3

Young fellow

58

59

27

Hebdomadally

4

Lovers’ plan

65

66

Southeast Asian language

29

Campus org. for ensigns-intraining

Long-running MTV show,
with “The”

64

28

5

67

68

69

6

Hocked

31

Oto neighbors

7

Result of rampant inflation?

35

Turnips, e.g.

8

Like some safety boots

40

See 1-Across

42

Chug

43

Punctual

44

Cover many subjects?

46

Sigma follower

47

Prefix with lineal

51

Secret, e.g.

55

Drive mad

9

S
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L
L

H
O
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E
O

S
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G

T
I
D
E

G
S
P
O
T
B
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T

22

Arizona and Arizona State
joined it in ’78

45
47

Parade part

48

11

Beethoven honoree

24

“___ dead!”

49

12

___ Doggie (old cartoon
pooch)

25

Is peripatetic

50

26

Orchestrate

Group making billion-dollar
loans

30

In ___ (altogether)

52

32

Experiences

53

33

Apollo 11 astronaut

34

Plum look-alike

36

Old PC part

37

Indian sauce with coriander
and cumin

38

“___ River”

62

39

Il ___ (it rains: Fr.)

63

41

Realm of many searches

13
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PUZZLE BY JULIAN LIM

Eins + zwei

Insult, slangily

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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“I’ve had enough!”
Jumbo beginning?
Slippery as ___
Place for a yellow ribbon
1970 Hugo Award-winning
novel by Larry Niven
Shoulder muscles, for short
Many people like to take
these apart
Nicktoons character
Lady ___
Old Testament book before
Zephaniah: Abbr.
Bighead
Floor cover
Possessing much life
experience

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit card, 1-800-8145554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/
mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.
com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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STATE

ACLU challenges Ill. gay marriage ban
By the Associated Press

Building on the momentum of
President Barack Obama's recent
support of gay marriage, two major
civil rights groups in his home state
filed lawsuits Wednesday in hopes of
legalizing same-sex marriage in Illinois.
The two lawsuits — brought by
the American Civil Liberties Union
of Illinois and the New York-based
Lambda Legal — represent 25 couples statewide. Both challenge a state
law that defines marriage as between
a man and woman, arguing that the
Illinois Constitution guarantees the
right for same-sex couples to marry
under due process and equality clauses.
"It's time for Illinois to recognize
the love and commitment of these
couples," said John Knight, director
of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Project of the ACLU of Illinois. "We've waited long enough."
Knight said Obama's comments,
as well as Gov. Pat Quinn's backing
of gay marriage earlier this month
and nationwide polls showing increasing public support for same-sex
marriage set the stage.
The filings come a year after Illinois enacted civil unions, but many
couples in the lawsuits said civil
unions made them feel like secondclass citizens.
Lambda Legal's lawsuit, which has
16 couples, includes Chicagoans Pat-

rick Bova and Jim Darby. They've
been together for 48 years and hope
to marry by their 50th anniversary.
They entered into a civil union last
year, but said they want their relationship to be recognized in the same
way as their heterosexual friends.
"I have bought so many toasters
for so many weddings," Darby joked
Wednesday at a news conference. "I
want someone to buy me a toaster."
The 25 couples in both lawsuits
tried to apply for marriage licenses in
Cook County, but were denied.
It's unclear how Illinois will handle
the cases' legal process, but attorneys
with the advocacy groups are ready
to take them to the state Supreme
Court. The defendant named in the
case, Cook County Clerk David Orr,
is personally in favor of gay marriage.
Several messages left for Cook County State's Attorney Anita Alvarez,
who would represent Orr, were not
immediately returned Wednesday.
A spokeswoman said Orr was out
of the country and had not seen the
lawsuit, but issued a statement on his
behalf.
"The time is long past due for
the State of Illinois to allow County Clerks to issue marriage licenses to couples who want to make that
commitment," the statement said. "I
hope this lawsuit clears the last hurdle to achieving equal marriage rights
for all."
Currently, the District of Columbia and six states — Connecticut,

ENROLLMENT, from page 1
The firm assigned three primary consultants to direct Eastern in strategically
boosting efforts in enrollment management, financial aid, marketing, recruitment and retention.
One of the new implemented strategies was securing $500,000 in order to
offer a $1,500 renewable-merit scholarship to students with a minimum ACT
score of 21 who do not qualify for honors.
Brenda Major, the director of the
Admissions Office, said about 340 students have accepted the “Commitment
to Excellence” merit scholarship.
The university keeps in contact with
Cliff Neel, the financial aid consultant,
on a weekly basis, Lord said.
Major said they are also devising a
strategic plan for enrollment and recruitment. Part of this plan includes
new efforts in territory management.
“Each of the admission advisers is assigned to a territory, and we will have
a tracking system so we can effectively

monitor the recruitment in different areas,” Major said. “In the past, we have
tracked students across the board, but
this will allow us to identify and address
areas where recruitment has decreased.”
The Admissions Office will also
launch a new website in June that encourages students to become more engaged in the university, she said.
Lord said they began making changes based on the Noel-Levitz feedback in
January, which is halfway through the
admissions cycle.
“The effects, we hope, will be positive, but they won’t be as dramatic as
they would if we had a whole cycle,”
Lord said. “I am optimistic that we will
see some benefit from all of this work
from the past six months for the Fall of
2012, but I am far more optimistic that
we will see significant change in Fall of
2013.”
Rachel Rodgers can
be reached at 581-2812
or rjrodgers@eiu.edu.

BOOZER, from page 8
By cutting Boozer, Gibson will be
immediately cast into a starting role
which he may not be ready for. It’s important to avoid basing decisions on
hype; and although Gibson played phenomenally in the Sixers series, his success is still not absolute. As for Boozer, his poor performance in the playoffs
is not necessarily indicative of his usual
play. At many points this season, his offense saved the Bulls.
Financially, amnestying Boozer will
do little to help the Bulls as well. Cutting the $15 million owed to him next
season would still leave the Bulls only
$2 million under the salary cap, ultimately negating the chance of a substantial off-season acquisition.
Conversely, trading Boozer is not
likely either. No team in the league will
be willing to take on his contract, especially considering the amount of hate

he receives in Chicago.
Realistically, the Bulls should simply
grit their teeth with Boozer’s contract.
By keeping him around next season,
the Bulls are able to explore their options with Gibson and Mirotic. Should
Boozer play poorly, they can amnesty him for the 2014 season and use the
money to extend Gibson, who will be a
free agent at the time.
Until then, Bulls fans can count on
seeing Boozer on the court. To many, it
may not be the ideal situation. However, amnestying Boozer this season could
very well hurt the team more than help
it. Instead of groveling about Boozer,
fans should realize that his role keeps
the Bulls’ future open and secure.
John Downen is a junior journalism major. He can be reached
at 581-7942 or jrdownen@eiu.edu.

Iowa, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York and Vermont —
have legalized gay marriage. Courts
decided for gay marriage in Massachusetts, Connecticut and Iowa. A
lawsuit, filed by Lambda Legal, challenging an Iowa law that barred gay
marriage prompted the Iowa Supreme Court to legalize it in 2009.
Legislation to eliminate language
that prohibits gay marriage is pending in Illinois, but a vote isn't expected before the session is scheduled to
end this week.
Illinois' civil unions give same-sex
couples some, but not all, of the same
legal rights and protections as marriage, such as the power to decide
medical treatment for a partner and
to inherit a partner's property. When
that law was approved last year, opponents — including some religious
and conservative groups — said it
was a step toward gay marriage.
Republican State Rep. Mike Tryon, of Crystal Lake, voted against civil unions last year, and took a similiar
stance on gay marriage Wednesday.
"I firmly believe that a marriage is
between a man and a woman, and it
should stay that way," Tryon said.
Some opponents also said the advocates were skirting what the public
wants by taking it to the courts.
"Going around the will of the people is not the right way to change
an institution that has thousands
of years of history and is sound in
its reasons for existing," said Peter

Breen, executive director of the Chicago-based Thomas More Society.
The public interest law firm opposes
gay marriage.
Breen said the lawsuits would not
hold up in court under the constitutional arguments and only a handful
of states had succeeded in doing so.
However, Northwestern University political science professor Andrew
Koppelman said the fact that both
civil rights groups, which are selective
about their cases, had stepped forward showed the lawsuits likely have
a strong chance.
Lambda Legal is a national legal
organization that advocates for the
civil rights of homosexuals, bisexuals, transgender people and those
with HIV. It and the ACLU share the
same goal of legalization, but decided to pursue separate lawsuits because
the groups have different missions.
The lawsuits also slightly differ in legal reasoning.
Plaintiffs in the ACLU lawsuit,
which includes nine couples, are Chicago police detective Tanya Lazaro
and systems analyst Elizabeth Matos.
The couple, who has been together
15 years and has two children, reject
the notion of a civil union.
"It's not the same thing as a marriage. We want our relationship, our
love and our commitment we've
shown for 15 years to be recognized
like everybody else's," Lazaro said.
"When you're growing up, you don't
dream of civil unions."
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Torch passed to Buchanan

Bulls
smart
to keep
Boozer

John Downen

FILE PHOTO BY DANNY DAMIANI | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Associate head coach Lee Buchanan speaks to Chantelle Pressley, a senior forward, during the second half of play against Tennessee Tech March 2, 2012,
in Nashville, Tenn. Buchanan will take over as head coach replacing Brady Sallee.
By Joshua Bryant
Sports Editor

A familiar face will be prowling the
hardwood floors of Lantz Arena come
November.
Lee Buchanan, previously the associate head coach of Eastern’s women’s basketball, will be named the new
women’s basketball head coach for the
2012-2013 season on Monday.
Buchanan was one of four prospective head coaches to be interviewed,
and was the only in house candidate
applying for the coaching position.
Buchanan spent a total of 19 years
as a head coach at the University of
Missouri in St. Louis from 2003 to
2007, Francis Marion University in

South Carolina from 1998 to 2002
and Brescia University in Kentucky
from 1986 to 1998.
He is backed by 353 wins versus
204 losses and carries familiarity with
the current roster and Eastern’s athletic community.
Buchanan could be poised to answer the call and continue the Panthers’ recent streak of dominance. Buchanan will be formally introduced
as head coach at 11 a.m. in the Lantz
Arena Club Room on Monday during
a university press conference.
Athletic Director Barbara Burke
said she is “happy to announce that
Lee Buchanan has been selected as
EIU’s next head coach. During the interview process it was apparent that

coach Buchanan was the choice for
this position and gives us the opportunity to both continue and grow the
success we have had with our women’s
basketball program.”
Burke went on to say: “His passion
and desire to lead this program were
evident to everyone associated with
the search.”
Buchanan has experience coaching
the team’s guards and has produced
scouting reports for former headcoach
Brady Sallee, who is now coaching the
Ball State Cardinals after a successful eight-year career at Eastern during
which he led the ladies to 106 victories in the final five years of his tenure.
Buchanan will try to pick up from
there, but he will not be alone.

Heading into the 2012-2013 season, the Panthers will still be armed
with guards Ta’Kenya Nixon and Jordyn Crunk, coached by Buchanan in
his stay, along with forwards Mariah King and Sydney Mitchell as they
look to reach the top of the Ohio Valley Conference and beyond in 2013.
Buchanan will be one of three new
head coaches starting in the 20122013 school year.
Dino Babers replaced former head
football coach Bob Spoo and Jay
Spoonhour replaced former head
men’s basketball coach Mike Miller.
Joshua Bryant can
be reached at 581-2812
or jpbryant@eiu.edu.

BASEBALL

Professor researches pitch recognition
By Rachel Rodgers
News Editor

Hitters only have a fraction of a
second to react to what pitch is being hurled at them, and an associate
professor has an end goal of developing software that could train hitters to
subconsciously identify pitches.
Brent Walker, an associate professor who teaches sports psychology,
said he began researching pitch recognition to see if it was actually effective
and if hitters could be trained with it.
“Sometimes you see devices and
software to help people perform better, but sometimes those tend to be
gimmicky, and they are not based on
any sort of science or foundation; so
my desire was to see if pitch recognition could really work,” Walker said.
Walker, who is also the graduate
coordinator for kinesiology and sports
studies, originally began his research
in 2009.
About 60 high school and Division

I baseball players completed his first
experiment where they were shown
videos of pitchers and had to identify
the pitch using paper and pencil.
His research evolved after they acquired reaction-time software called
Inquisit made by Millisecond Software.
High school and Division I players then completed two types of tests
on the computer where the software
could measure their reaction times.
One test showed the players the
ball being released, and then the
screen would go black and they would
have to identify the pitch.
The other test showed the players a
ball in hand and they had to recognize the grip.
Walker, who was a pitcher at Bradley University, said about 20 players
have completed the tests, and they
have drawn from players in schools
throughout the Midwest.
He said during the original test,
college hitters had better results than

high school hitters, but so far the difference is not apparent in the second
round of research.
“It will be interesting once we expand it to more players to see if that
difference shows up again,” Walker
said.
He said hitters can benefit from the
research because they will know what
to look for and be able to recognize
pitches faster.
“We can also point out things
pitchers do that make them easier to
hit,” Walker said. “Sometimes pitchers show the ball in multiple spots
during the windup so they may show
it behind their back or behind their
head so hitters pick it up.”
Pitchers also give themselves away
through subtle signs or movements,
he said.
“In a discussion with Brett Nommensen, who used to play here and
plays professionally now, he said he
remembers a pitcher who actually
smiled every time he got the sign for

his favorite pitch, which was a slider,”
Walker said.
The research could also benefit
pitchers to teach them to effectively
hide their pitch, he said.
Certain hand tilts and wrist positions can give away the pitch.
Walker said hitters can also identify
the pitch depending on how obvious
the pitcher’s grip is and how the seams
are manipulated.
“The longer you can make it look
the same, the better off you are as a
pitcher,” he said.
Walker said once he completes his
research, he wants to continue the
study by seeing if he can train hitters
to react to pitches at a higher rate and
take guessing out of the equation.
He said his end goal would be to
develop recognition-training software
and market it commercially.
Rachel Rodgers can
be reached at 581-2812
or rjrodgers@eiu.edu.

If you’re as big a Chicago Bulls
fan as I am, you’ve heard a fair
share of fans demanding the Bulls
amnesty Carlos Boozer.
To many, Game 6 of this year’s
playoffs was the proverbial last
straw for Boozer. To put it mildly, he was ineffective, serving as a
cheerleader while back-up power
forward Taj Gibson took over for
him. Boozer spent the last minutes of the 2011-12 season on the
bench with Brian Scalabrine and
Mike James, and for good reasons.
However, the call for Boozer’s
head (and/or amnesty), does little
to improve the Bulls’ situation for
next season. Gar Forman seems to
realize that fact, assuring fans that
Boozer will be back next year.
While many fans see a litany
of reasons for the Bulls to unload
Boozer’s massive contract, this
summer may not be the best time.
With Derrick Rose out for 8-12
months and Luol Deng postponing wrist surgery to play in the
London Olympics this summer,
the Bulls must face a gaping hole
in their offense. With their first
and second scoring options out for
a large part of the 2012-13 season,
Chicago needs someone capable of
posting big numbers on offense.
Because the Bulls lack any other viable scoring threats, Boozer is
going to become their number one
option next year. He will be the
focal point of the team’s offense,
and is therefore a necessity.
It is important to remember
that in the five games that Boozer played 40-plus minutes this
year, he average 21 points and 11
rebounds. The increase in playing time next season will serve as a
true measure of Boozer’s potential.
Although Taj Gibson has developed into a solid backup for Boozer, he is not the offensive threat
that Chicago needs. The Bulls do
have a very valuable asset in Nikola Mirotic, who the Bulls acquired
from Minnesota last year. At only
21 years old, Mirotic has proven
himself a solid scorer and defender.
However, it is unlikely that the
Bulls bring Mirotic to the NBA for
another year or two. By keeping
Boozer for the next year, the Bulls
can give Taj Gibson an opportunity to prove his worth as a starter
with minimal risk.
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